Learning A-Z wins prestigious Tech & Learning Award of Excellence for Raz-Plus

DALLAS—February 15, 2018—Learning A-Z was recently awarded a 2017 Tech & Learning Award of Excellence for its Raz-Plus product in the new products category. The awards, now celebrating their 35th year, honor education technology products that break new ground as well as ones that add significant enhancements to their existing offerings.

“Winning these awards is a true honor because they are chosen by educator judges,” said Patrick Marcotte, president of Learning A-Z. “This award represents an acknowledgement that Raz-Plus is serving its intended audience—the teacher who must meet each child at his or her level and the student who is striving for proficiency in all critical domains of literacy.”

Raz-Plus is the newest member of the Learning A-Z product family and rapidly becoming one of the most award winning. The cutting-edge web-based resource delivers a personalized blended learning approach to literacy with leveled books and other resources in printable, projectable, and digital formats.

The awards were presented at the TCEA conference in Austin, Texas, on February 7th.

In addition to the Tech & Learning award, Raz-Plus recently won a Learning® Magazine 2018 Teachers’ ChoiceSM Award for the Classroom. See the company site for full details: https://www.learninga-z.com/site/company/awards-and-accolades.

About Learning A–Z
Learning A-Z® is a literacy-focused PreK-6 educational provider of technology-enabled learning resources. Our products blend traditional teacher-led instruction with robust online resources to make teaching more effective and efficient, practice more accessible and personalized, assessment more strategic and automated, and learning more informed and proactive. Our suite of products includes: Raz-Plus®, Reading A-Z®, Raz-Kids®, Headsprout®, Science A-Z®, Writing A-Z®, Vocabulary A-Z™, and ReadyTest A-Z™. Learning A-Z’s resources are used by more than 5 million students in more than 170 countries. Learning A-Z is a business unit of Cambium Learning Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: ABCD).

For more information, please visit www.learninga-z.com or find us on Facebook or Twitter.

About Cambium Learning Group, Inc.
Cambium Learning Group (NASDAQ: ABCD) is an award-winning educational technology solutions leader dedicated to helping all students reach their potential through individualized and differentiated instruction. Using a research-based, personalized approach, Cambium Learning Group delivers SaaS resources and instructional products that engage students and support teachers in fun, positive, safe and scalable environments. These solutions are provided through Learning A-Z® (online differentiated instruction for elementary school reading, writing and science), ExploreLearning® (online interactive math and science simulations and a math fact fluency solution) and Voyager Sopris Learning® (blended solutions that accelerate struggling learners to achieve in literacy and math and professional development for teachers). We believe that every student has unlimited potential, that teachers matter, and that data, instruction, and practice are the keys to success in the classroom and beyond.
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